NUITS-SAINT-GEORGES 1ER CRU
CUVÉE GEORGES FAIVELEY
THE "GRAND CRU" TERROIR FROM NUITS-SAINT-GEORGES. OUTSTANDING AND COMPLEX.
TASTING
Deep colour indicates its intense aromatic complexity which is dominated by
pure fruity aromas which evolve towards roasted notes and spice combined with
gamey notes, musk and pelt.
The rich and complex structure is powerful yet elegant. This wine will entice you
with a remarkable harmony in its youth although it also offers good potential for
bottle age.

FOOD MATCHING
Tasty dishes like calf sweetbreads in peppery sauce, pigeon or wild goose.

TERROIRS

KEY INFOS

Les Saint-Georges

Region: Côte de Nuits
Village: Nuits-Saint-Georges
Level: Premier Cru
AOC: Nuits-Saint-Georges 1er Cru
Grapes: Pinot Noir
Color: red

HISTORY
Origins of the name: considered to be one of the oldest climats, this lieu-dit was
already planted as far back as the year 1000. In 1023 it was gifted by Humbert,
the Archdeacon of Auton, to the chapter of Saint-Denis in Vergy, the barony to
which Nuits belonged. It was later owned by a Saint-Georges brotherhood
founded by the Barbier de Peulle family in 1470. At the end of the last century,
Nuits was permitted to attach its name to that of the famous ‘Saint-Georges’ cru.
The soils: deep brown, rocky limestone soils with a reddy brown colour and fine
fraction clay on saliferous matter. A variety of Bathonian limestone pebbles
(Premeaux, white oolites and Comblanchien).

GO FURTHER
Go to our website www.hospices-beaune.com to buy this wine at
the next auction or discover other Albert Bichot wines. You can
also scan the QR Code.

HOSPICES-BEAUNE.COM : THE WEBSITE DEDICATED TO THE
MOST FAMOUS WINE AUCTION, BY #1 BUYER ALBERT BICHOT
Albert Bichot is a family-owned Maison de Bourgogne, the owner to more than 100 hectares of
vineyards in Burgundy through several iconic estates. We are the #1 buyer at the Hospices
auction thanks to a specific know-how in the selection, bidding and ageing of the prestigious
wines from this unique estate. Since 2009, our website www.hospices-beaune.com allows wine
lovers to buy online and live an exceptional experience.
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